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Math 8
Students started the year solving equations with variables on both sides. The
students utilized the use of manipulatives when first solving these equations.
They used cups and chips, they drew models and they solved algebraically.
Students then reviewed complementary and
supplementary angles before learning the angle
relationships formed when two parallel lines are cut by
a transversal.  Students used paddy paper to assist
them in their acquisitions to find these angle
relationships.  We used inquiry labs to find the
relationship between all angles inside of a triangle and
the relationship between interior and exterior angles of
triangles.  Students used dot paper to explore square roots, they built their
own cubes when learning about cube roots and they learned the difference
between rational and irrational numbers. We are now starting the
Pythagorean Theorem.

Algebra 1
These students started the year off by reviewing some
seventh grade topics. They reviewed exponents, volume,
square roots and cube roots, solving equations with
variables on both sides of the equation, scientific notation
and functions. After the students took the Start Strong test,
they jumped into the world of linear equations. They
learned how to graph them and how linear functions could
be represented in real life situations by either determining
how long it takes them to walk 20 feet by taking different

strides or by doing “the wave” in class and timing it, plotting it on the
coordinate plane, and discussing how they can change it on a graph.



Language Arts
8th graders began the school year by laying out
personal goals for 2021-22 and researching strategies
for how to achieve them.  We recently finished a unit on
Edgar Allan Poe.  Students used biographical
information about the author to analyze how life events
impacted his writing.  We used poems and short stories
to study setting, characters, symbolism, irony, and
more.   Students composed a multi paragraph essay
analyzing literary elements in Poe’s works. Some
students had the option for their essay to focus on
Emily Dickinson, one of her poems, and the use of the
same literary elements present in her work as are

shown in Poe’s works. We are now beginning a unit on the memoir Chinese
Cinderella by Adeline Yen Mah to explore how historical events and cultural
differences can shape individual lives.

At-Home Strategies
Each newsletter will spotlight a strategy you can use at home to support
your child's learning. This month's focus is on ensuring our children are
reading as much as possible  to build both volume and stamina. In addition
to creating a quiet, comfortable space for your child to read, please support
your child in carving out sacred reading time through trying out any of these
strategies:



Science
Mr. Bishop and Mrs. Romero’s Science 8
classes have started the unit on Energy. The
foundation topic of comparing Kinetic and
Potential Energy was reinforced with a
three-day laboratory investigation into how
roller coasters exhibit the two types of
energy. Students worked together to
construct and test roller coasters from pipe
insulation, toilet tissue rolls, and masking
tape and used two different masses of
marbles as "riders". The goal was to
construct the wildest, fastest, yet safest roller
coaster track. The lab culminated with
students writing individual CERs (Claim,
Evidence, Reasoning) to explain and support
a claim in terms of mass and speed of a
marble down their track.

Mrs. Romero’s students have been investigating forces
and how they make the objects around them move. For
this unit, students will use the engineering design process
to create a holiday themed toy that represents Newton's
3rd law of motion.

Mrs. Halkias and Mrs. Silverthorne‘s
classes have been busy studying
chemistry this marking period!
Students had fun learning about
changes in matter, atomic structure
and the periodic table of elements. We made hot air
balloons, identified some mystery elements,
researched an element, and created, classified, and
balanced chemical reactions. Next up - fun with
Physics!



iSTEM classes started the unit on Energy. A
lecture/class discussion focusing on how energy gets
transformed from one form to another was reinforced
with an activity called the Forms of Energy Museum
Walk. Students worked with a partner and saw
examples of twenty everyday objects and had to
research how each object worked (Ex. a lava lamp),
what forms of energy were present, and how that
energy was changed from one form to another when
each object was turned on or used. Students learned
that every first year engineering student in college
takes a course called Reverse Engineering where they
are given everyday objects and must take the objects
apart, learn how they work, and make suggestions on how they might
improve that object. Accounting for the energy transformations that take
place is an important aspect in reverse engineering.

Social Studies
This year in Social Studies, eighth graders
are exploring Ancient & Medieval World
History.  We began the year by looking at
the Birth of Civilization and the Agricultural
Revolution.  Next, we engaged in a unit
called Trade & Economics where our
students had the opportunity to use their
creative skills to evaluate essential
information from the unit in order to
construct various artistic projects seen in
the pictures below.  Topics from this unit

included the Pyramids, Phoenicians and the Silk Road.



World Language
In the 8th grade Spanish I classes students
just completed a unit on “el Día de los
Muertos.” Students created altars, baked “pan
de muertos,” and skeleton cookies. They also
made sugar skulls and masks representing the
Day of the Dead.  Students presented
their project and explained who their
altars were based on, all done in the
target language.  They are currently
working on new vocabulary for family,
descriptive words, and the body.
Learning the difference  between the
verb ser vs. the verb estar.  They are
also reviewing expressions with the
verb tener.

Our other Spanish classes have been reviewing and learning about the
Spanish speaking countries, their capitals and where they are located. They
are currently working on a famous latino which they will assume the persona
of their famous latino.  Some students will be creating posters and creating
dialogues explaining their findings.

The 8th grade Italian 1 is currently working on a cultural unit about il bar
Italiano, la piazza, e il caffe` and how these impact the
heart of Italian life.  Students are learning about
everyday life of Italians using a new vocabulary unit
along with a mini grammar lesson on plurals and
singulars and they will be introduced to a new verb
(fare=to do/make). The Italian Intro is currently working
on a cultural lesson with a focus on ROMA and its famous
monuments. All Italian classes made presentations of
ITALIANI famosi or ITALOAMERICANI famosi in honor of
Italian heritage month (October).



In collaboration with The Bridge, Inc, Ms.
Arango’s students have been participating in a
social-emotional learning group monthly.  The
goal of the groups is to provide support for
our students as they learn a new language,
adapt to a new country, and transition back to
middle school.  This month’s groups focused
on gratitude. Students wrote letters to
themselves and to someone important in their
lives.

STEM 8
This year, 8th grade STEM focuses on 2 main topics;
Engineering and Coding.  The first part of the course
uses the Engineering Design Process (EDP) to solve
real world problems.  One of our main project based
learning challenges is to learn about prosthesis and
create a working prototype of a prosthetic hand.
The hand will be able to grasp, lift and release 2
objects.  They also create a slideshow and
presentation for the class on their hand.  The second
part of the course is learning the basics of coding by
using two popular coding sites, www.code.org and
Scratch.  Students are learning about what coding is,
as well as terminology such as sprites, conditionals,
loops, nested loops and more.

http://www.code.org

